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Read ahead to get acquainted 
with the committees, agendas, 
and what the delegates believe 
gospel is 

The three day virtual DCMUN Junior C
with the opening ceremony. Welcoming the delegates,
took them on a virtual tour of the school’s initiatives. The Principal, Mr.
said in his address, "It’s not bullies or egos that win
you forward. It is not about getting points rather about lobbying to get what y
smallest of country has a role to play in an interdependent world. "

 The chief guest, Mrs. Rutu Dave, co
welfare, spoke about kindness and compassion towards animals and birds. C
opening ceremony was the Secretary General, 
the conference open. The only thing being missed was
famous for. 
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Get to know the dedicated 
members of the secretariat 

ual DCMUN Junior Conference commenced at Daly College on April 19
with the opening ceremony. Welcoming the delegates, Siddhant Jhawar, the D

of the school’s initiatives. The Principal, Mr. 
in his address, "It’s not bullies or egos that win; it's your skillset and wise decisions that take 

you forward. It is not about getting points rather about lobbying to get what y
a role to play in an interdependent world. " 

Mrs. Rutu Dave, co-founder of SPARSH, a charitable trust for animal and bird 
welfare, spoke about kindness and compassion towards animals and birds. C

the Secretary General, Pragun Gupta's address, 
pen. The only thing being missed was the delicious samosas 
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Some highlights of the first day 
of DCMUN 2021 

commenced at Daly College on April 19th, 2021 
Siddhant Jhawar, the Director General, 

 Neeraj Kumar Bedhotiya, 
it's your skillset and wise decisions that take 

you forward. It is not about getting points rather about lobbying to get what you want. Even the 

founder of SPARSH, a charitable trust for animal and bird 
welfare, spoke about kindness and compassion towards animals and birds. Conclusion to the 

Pragun Gupta's address, after which he declared 
samosas Daly College is 
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All India Political Parties Meet 
RIsha Chaurasia  

The committee began with great fervor in the novice hearts 
of the delegates. Two blocs were evident, one supporting 
the bill and the other repealing it. Concerns over the 
removal of MSPs, and the constitutional validity of the laws 
were raised and heavily debated upon. The proceedings 
were soon disrupted by a crisis.  Both blocs tackled it head 
on, with Rahul Gandhi deeming it a 'dirty conspiracy’ by the 
BJP. The differences of the blocs remained throughout the 
sessions, making it hard to reach a consensus. 
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Disarmament and International 
Security Committee 
Vanshika Sangla  

 
The session began with all the delegates putting forth their 
stances, unanimously agreeing to the harmful effects of 
biowarfare. Important matters like the coronavirus; global 
threats of bioterrorism; various existent and future policies and 
treaties were thoroughly discussed. The crisis (a leak of lethal 
bioweapons in Nepal) certainly caused the delegates to rack 
their brains over a viable resolution with the delegates of the 
USA and India defending themselves, and other nations 
stepping up to aid the Nepalese government. 
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Even with the initial 
confusion between the 
delegates and the issues 
a virtual conference brings 
along, it would be an 
understatement to say 
that the committee went 
well. The day ended with 
the EB challenging all the 
delegates to “be ready for 
anything.” 
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The Tashkent Committee
Radhika Chaurasia 

‘Peace has no alternatives.’ The committee of TTC began 
on this note with a zeal to win the young hearts of the 
delegates.  Beginning with a quick briefing of the ROPs, the 
committee did not linger and started right off. The delegates 
had contrasting views and found it hard to reach a middle 
ground. Despite this, the negotiations and 
come to a halt. It was said war only destroys peace and 
these delegates had the responsibility of resolving a war. 
It was riveting to watch the youthful
researched and opinionated speeches. 

 

Ayan Maheshwari 
Director General  
(Chair, DISEC) 
- Pianist, cricketer, tennis player 
and food enthusiast 
- Aspires to graduate from UC 
Berkeley as a chemical engineer 
- Loves writing and public 
speaking. 

The Secretariat 
Pragun Gupta 

Secretary General (Chair, UNSC) 
- Ace debater and drama enthusiast 

and writer  
- Loves Economics and squash  

- Dances and sings/plays the guitar 
for fun  

- Interested in romantic/thriller/ 
comedy fictional works  

The Tashkent Committee 
‘Peace has no alternatives.’ The committee of TTC began 

to win the young hearts of the 
delegates.  Beginning with a quick briefing of the ROPs, the 
committee did not linger and started right off. The delegates 
had contrasting views and found it hard to reach a middle 
ground. Despite this, the negotiations and lobbying did not 
come to a halt. It was said war only destroys peace and 
these delegates had the responsibility of resolving a war.  

was riveting to watch the youthful minds deliver thoroughly 
researched and opinionated speeches.  
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Siddhant Jhawar  
Director General 

(Chair, TTC) 
- Loves economics, 

Academia, MUNs, 
Debates 

-Can cook, sing  
-Perfectionist  
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HIGHLIGHTS 

DAY 1 

SOCHUM 

UNS 

when you’re starting to regret 
life decisions after one too 

many speeches 

 
  

  

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PRESS TEAM
 

EDITORS

ANTARA PANDE

RAINA HIMATSINGKA

 

REPORTERS

RISHA CHAURASIA

MAANVI SINGH TOMAR

VANSHIKA SANGLA

AANYA KASLIWAL

RADHIKA CHAURASIA

 

SKETCH ARTIST 

ISHAN THAKUR 
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